In 2017, drug abuse caused over 73,000 deaths in the United States. Emerging drug abuse trends are identified through community surveillance programs, medical claims data, and other healthcare system data. Social media currently exists outside that system and shows promise as an alternative means of monitoring drug abuse, but the data is massive and noisy. Initial attempts to use social media data have relied on exact text matches to drugs of interest, and therefore suffer from the gap between formal drug lexicons and the informal nature of social media. The Reddit comment archive represents an ideal corpus for bridging this gap. We trained a word embedding model, RedMed, to identify and retrieve health entities from Reddit data. We compare the performance of our consumer-generated corpus against publicly available models trained on expert-generated corpora. Our automated pipeline achieves an accuracy of 0.88 and a specificity of >0.9 when classifying across four different term classes. Of all drug mentions, an average of 79% (±0.5%) were exact matches to a generic or trademark drug name, 14% (±0.5%) were misspellings, 6.4% (±0.3%) were synonyms, and 0.13% (±0.05%) were pill marks. We find that our system captures an additional 20% of mentions; these would have been missed by approaches that rely solely on exact string matches. We provide a lexicon of misspellings and synonyms for 2,978 drugs and a word embedding model trained on a health-oriented subset of Reddit.
48
context [20] . This hypothesis is represented by word co-occurrence statistics, where a model learns weights while being trained to predict which words are likely to co-occur and which 50 are not. The learned model weights can then be used as vectorized representations of the words themselves. Previous work has demonstrated that these vectorized representations effectively represent word meanings and can be used in combination with vector operators to facilitate different language tasks [19] . Using word embeddings to represent terms within a social media corpus, we may be able to identify potential misspellings and synonyms of given term based on vector distance. 56 The Reddit comment archive (RCA) represents a large publicly available corpus of text 58 generated in a social media setting. Reddit is the 5th most visited website in the United States, has more than 330 million active users, and an average of ∼21 billion screen views
Where j is the set of all drug groups and k is the set of drugs contained within an individual 136 drug group. We then sum b i , the pairwise cosine similarities for all drugs within that drug group, and subtract h i , the cosine similarity of a random drug within the set and a random 138 drug outside the set, for an equivalent number of drug pairs to the drug pairs within the group. The sum of the difference in pairwise similarity across all drug groups is the DBCC 140 score for that model. 142 We evaluated our word embedding model on the three different word pair similarity tasks. The first metric is the DBCC, which evaluates the cosine similarity between generic and 144 trademark terms for individual DrugBank drug entries. The second is the UMNSRS Clinical term pair similarity task, where 401 clinical term pairs have human curated similarity ranking 146 [34]. The model similarity ranking was calculated based on the cosine similarity of the vector representations of the terms in a given pair. The third task is the MayoSRS relatedness 148 reference, where human relatedness rankings for 101 clinical term pairs were reported [35] . We evaluated the models based on the Spearman correlation of the human versus model 150 rankings, as for the UMNSRS similarity task.
Final model performance evaluation

Identification of candidate tokens 152
Candidate tokens are tokens in the embedded space that progress to the filtering stage as potential misspellings and slang terms. We identified these based on cosine similarity between 154 the vector representations of known drug terms and embedded tokens. We determined a cosine similarity cutoff for each seed term via the following method. We identified the 1,500 156 tokens nearest to the seed term in the embedded space, then we created noisy labels for these 1,500 tokens by labeling phrase tokens containing the seed term as positives. To allow for 158 the inclusion of misspellings and synonym terms as positives, we additionally labeled terms that had a term match score, f (w i ), greater than 0.4 as positives, a heuristic cutoff based on 160 the goal of selecting an average of 20% of the list as positives. The remainder of the 1,500 tokens were labeled as negatives. The term match score was calculated as follows:
Where w i is a candidate token contained with the 1,500 nearest tokens and t k is the seed term. jaro(w i , t k ) is the Jaro-Winkler similarity between the w i and t k tokens, calculated 164 using a prefix weight of 0.1. The Jaro-Winkler similarity is a lexical matching based measure of similarity between two strings. The prefix weight controls the relative impact of matches 166 at the beginning of the strings versus matches made later in the string [36] . cos( ⃗ w i , ⃗ t k ) is the cosine similarity between the two tokens' word vectors. The term match scoring function 168 aimed to balance lexical and semantic similarity of two tokens. The nearest-neighbor cosine similarity cutoff used for pruning for that seed term was then determined by maximizing 170 the f1-score over the noisy labels. Any phrase in the nearest 1,500 tokens that contained an exact match to a known drug term was also included in the set of candidate tokens. neighbors, and mapped to a seed term, the known drug that served as the clustering centroid.
These clusters were then collapsed to the representative generic drug based on DrugBank annotations, resulting in a set of candidate tokens and a set of associated known drug terms 176 (AKDTs).
Automated filtering 178
We compared candidate tokens to their AKDTs. The filtration pipeline is sequential, thus a candidate token that is selected for inclusion in the final term list by an earlier filter is 180 removed from the candidate pool at that stage of the process and not seen by downstream filters. Filtration consists of the following components: comparisons between candidate tokens 182 and their AKDTs using lexical and phonetic metrics (2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.5), lexical comparison to a pill impression database (2.4.3), and the term set intersections between the AKDTs and 184 terms that appear in top 10 results from a Google search for the candidate token (2.4.4).
Edit distance 186
We computed the edit distance between each candidate token and AKDTs using python-Levenshtein v0.12.0. We included candidate tokens that were within 2 edits of a term in 188 their AKDTs in the final term list. 190 We compared the phonetic symbols, derived from the Metaphone algorithm [37], for the first 3 letters of a candidate token to terms in their AKDTs. We then compared candidate 192 tokens with exact matches for the first three phonetic characters to their AKDTs based on normalized edit distance. We included those with a normalized edit distance less than 0.5 194 in the final term list.
Partial phonetic and edit distance
Pill impressions 196
Pill impressions are the markings made on many pills and tablets by the manufacturer. We compared candidate tokens that were between 1 and 6 characters to pill impressions in 198 the National Drug Codes List. A list of drugs with pill impressions exactly matching the candidate token was intersected with the AKDTs. Candidate tokens with any set intersection 200 were included in the final term list. We found the National Drug Codes List, to be incomplete, thus if an exact pill impression hit was not found in the National Drug Codes List, the 202 drugs.com pill identifier service was queried, and the list of drugs captured in the search list was cross-referenced as noted above and candidate tokens that were a direct match were 204 included in the final term list.
Google search 206
We registered a Google Custom Search API (https://developers.google.com/custom-search/) and queried candidate tokens through it. We used the top 10 search results to evaluate the 208 candidate token, preprocessing the text content of the title and preview snippets in the same way as the Reddit comment data (2.1.3). We intersected the resulting token set with the
Edit distance for low count words
We compared tokens that were captured at the candidate token stage and had less than 30 mentions against all seed sets for lexical similarity. Tokens that met the edit distance criteria 214 in 2.4.1 were remapped to the associated seed term and were included in the final term list. 216 We gave a sample of 74 terms, captured at the candidate term identification stage (2.3), to a group of 12 raters. We presented raters with the associated seed term, the candidate token, 218 and 3 examples of the candidate token being used within Reddit comments. We asked raters to classify the candidate token as known (i.e. an exact match to a drug entity in DrugBank), 220 misspelling, synonym, or other and as an exact reference to, related to, or unrelated to the associated seed term. The related and unrelated classifications were collapsed and designated 222 as non-exact after the rating task was complete. The inter-rater reliability on this 74-term set was used to select a subset of 5 raters with acceptable levels of agreement. Fleiss' κ was ∼ 224 0.7 for the term type classification task and ∼ 0.7 for the relatedness task [38, 39, 40] . These 5 raters individually classified an additional 849 terms, resulting in a total of 923 human 226 annotated candidate tokens. We created the automated labels as follows, edit distance (2.4.1) and the phonetic misspellings (2.4.2) were combined into the "misspelling" category, 228 the pill mark (2.4.3), and Google search (2.4.4) were combined into the "synonyms" category and candidate tokens that were not validated by the automatic methods were designated as 230 "other". We labeled the human annotated terms that were classified as exact references to the associated seed term as the class they were annotated to and all inexact terms were 232 labeled as "other". Performance metrics for the automated classification were calculated by comparing the human and automated labels ( Fig. 3 ).
Human rater validation
234
Results
Subreddit filtering 236
The combination of subreddits listed in the r/Health and r/Drugs side bars resulted in 185 subreddits (Supp. File 1) and contained more than 25 million comments. We filtered 238 subreddits based on their medical content enrichment ( Figure 1 ). The final working corpus was the subset of subreddits that yielded the greatest number of unique drugs captured above 240 an enrichment cutoff of 1e −4 . This resulted in a corpus of more than 500 million comments from 2,644 subreddits (Supp. File 2). Figure 1 : Overview of embedding pipeline. Reddit comments are first filtered based on subreddit for those that contain health related content. The resulting corpus is used for phrase discovery, preprocessed, and used to train a word embedding model. Seed drug terms from DrugBank are used to identify candidate tokens based on their cosine distance to these seed terms. Candidate tokens are then passed through a series of automated filters to yield the final term set.
Word embedding model comparison
We compared the performance of our final Reddit model against 13 publicly available word 244 vector models using various embedding algorithms and corpora [41, 42, 43, 44] . Some words were not represented in the vectorized models (i.e. out-of-vocabulary error), for some of the 246 evaluation task word pairs. Nonetheless, we first evaluated all 13 models individually based on the subset of terms that were within the vocabulary of that model (Table 1) . We also 248 evaluated the top performing models from the first evaluation based on the subset of term pairs that were within the vocabulary of all those models, to improve interpretation of the 250 results ( Table 2 ). The Reddit model consistently performs best on the DBCC task, while achieving close to top performance on the UMNSRS task ( Table 1 and Table 2 ). Other 252 models outperform the Reddit model on the MayoSRS task. Table 3 shows examples of the automated classification categories. We evaluated the clas-262 sifications made by the automated filtering pipeline against human annotations (Figure 3 ). The classification accuracy was 0.88 across the 4 classes, with specificity of greater than or 264 equal to 0.90 across all term classes ( Table 3 : Examples of discovered terms and phrases with cosine similarity to the generic term indicated.
Automated validation
Phrases consists of tokens that contained exact matches to known trademark or generic drug names, and misspellings are errors in the spelling of those terms. Pill marks were short tokens that matched an entry within a pill impression database. Synonyms are candidate tokens whose Google search results contained the associated known drug. Discovered phrases capture relevant information about the drug of interest, such as drug abuse, variation of drug forms (i.e. dosage, strains), and desired attributes (i.e. purity). The misspellings capture both phonetic and lexical errors. Drugs that are primarily delivered in a pill form were sometimes referenced by their pill impressions. Synonym based references to drugs that contain limited lexical similarity to the trademark and generic drug names would likely be missed without semantic information. 
Proportions of term mentions by class
We searched all publicly available Reddit comments, from 2005-2018, and counted the num-terms for each drug that belonged to each of the 4 classification categories. A subset of drugs and their term proportion breakdowns are presented in Figure 4 . Out of all mentions, an average of 79% (± 0.54%) were known, 14% (± 0.47%) were misspellings, 6.4% (± 0.34%) 272 were synonyms, and 0.13% (±0.054%) were pill marks. 
Discussion
274
In this work, we present both a word embedding model trained on a medically enriched subset of Reddit comments and a set of drug misspellings and slang terms derived from that 276 model. We leveraged edit-distance metrics, existing drug databases, and internet searches to filter candidate tokens in a sequential process ( Figure 1 ).
278
Although there are several published word embedding models, there were a few reasons we 280 needed to train our own. First, many publicly available word-embedding models were trained on expert generated corpora, such as PubMed, where the underlying semantics, vocabulary, 282 and syntax would be quite different from that found in social media [46] . Second, the process through which the data was prepared for these models tries to limit the vocabulary size 284 through preprocessing steps that would have explicitly removed the types of lexical variation we were interested in, such as misspellings. Third, only unigrams or subwords were embed-286 ded, while this works for many downstream modeling applications, it would have limited our ability to discover phrases. Phrases are necessary for identifying particular drug synonyms 288 (e.g. "nose_candy", a slang reference to "cocaine"). Fourth, models trained on social media data, such as Twitter, were not enriched for health-related data and therefore lacked the 290 majority of drug terms we were interested in.
292
All three term-pair similarity tasks used to evaluate the word embedding models were defined by medical terminology experts, either database curators or clinicians. Given that our Reddit corpus was derived from comments generated by the general public in an informal setting, we would expect our model to be at a disadvantage for these tasks [46, 47] . The 296 model performance comparison (Table 1 and Table 2) show that despite our model being trained on this layperson corpus, it achieved competitive performance on the UMNSRS task.
298
The RedMed model also outperforms other models on the DBCC task, an expected result as the DBCC task was used to evaluate hyperparameter settings for our model. Even though 300 other publicly available models outperformed our model on these term-pair similarity tasks, the other publicly available models were poorly suited for our end goal of misspelling and 302 synonym identification. Thus, our model is performing competitively on the similarity-based tasks despite being trained on the Reddit corpus. 304 We evaluated the RedMed model based on evaluation task labels defined by experts, yet 306 using cosine similarity to a seed term we were able to retrieve relevant candidate terms that include misspellings, slang terms, and pill marks. We find the effectiveness of these retrievals 308 to be somewhat surprising. In order for the vector representations to be similar the modeling process requires the words surrounding the known and generic drug names to be similar to 310 the words surrounding the candidate terms within the corpus. We are not as surprised with regards to misspellings, as this seems more likely to happen as the context in which a user 312 misspells a drug is likely the same context in which a user would correctly spell the drug. We are view the similarity between drug names and their slang terms as more impressive. 314 We might expect users discussing drug abuse to primarily rely on slang terms and pill marks in that context, while users that reference drugs by their proper names might be primarily 316 discussing drugs with regards to their therapeutic indications. For example, the context surrounding "oxycodone" might be primarily oriented towards pain management, while the 318 context surrounding "80mg_oxy" might be centered around drug abuse. Our results indicate that there is enough context overlap between these terms for the model to capture that 320 slang terms are indeed referencing generic and trademark drugs.
322
The T-SNE visualization offers more evidence of the drug similarities captured by the model (Figure 2) . We see tight clustering of particular drug classes, such as antineoplastic agents, 324 sex hormones, and antibacterial agents. We view this as further demonstration that the RedMed model is capturing relevant information about drugs. The distribution of psycholep-326 tics and psychoanaleptics drug classes within the embedded space is overlapping, potentially a result of their shared targeting of psychological phenotypes.
328
Although, we evaluated the RedMed model on our target task of drug entity identifica-330 tion, exploration of the embedded space yields other concepts that would likely be of interest to public health researchers. For example, looking at terms clustering around 332 "kratom", a legal opioid receptor family agonist, reveals terms such as "kratom_addiction", "maeng_da_kratom", and "previous_opiate_addiction". The safety of kratom is currently 334 being actively evaluated by the FDA and even this small list of neighboring terms hints at a few potential directions for investigating kratom within the public sphere [48] .
Our inclusion of phrases in the embedding model was a critical component of this effort, as 338 phrases were necessary for identifying particular slang, such as "green_hulks", that could not have been identified from the individual tokens ( Figure 3 ). We allowed misspellings and 340 other unknown English words to remain within the corpus through the preprocessing stage. We were able to leverage both phrases and misspellings as noisy true positives during the 342 candidate term search process (2.3), a crucial component of our pipeline. Additionally, the decision to not limit the corpus to known English words enabled the discovery of methods 344 of referencing drugs we were not expecting, such as pill marks. Given that internet forums contain discussions between individuals at various stages of drug use or abuse, referencing 346 pill marks is a specific means of identifying a particular drug and pill marks allow for drug identification long after pills may have been removed from their original containers.
348
The labels we derived from our filtration process achieved high accuracy across the categories 350 for which we saw high human inter-rater agreement, "known", "misspellings", and "other". For the assignment of a "known" label, our pipeline performs a database lookup and perfor-352 mance primarily relies on the completeness of the database. A misspelling label is assigned based on edit-distance, so primary sources of error are misspellings outside the edit-distance 354 cut-off. We addressed this by allowing a greater edit-distance if the prefix of the word was phonetically identical to the drug to which it was mapped. "other" was assigned to a term if of the overall mentions. Therefore, social media data collection activities that rely explicitly on exact matches are potentially introducing a large bias into the dataset. For some drugs 368 the problem maybe worse; for instance, while there were 1,812,032 mentions of "marijuana" on Reddit from 2005-2018, there were 5,223,134 mentions of "weed". While researchers might 370 know to include "weed" in their searches for marijuana posts, other slang terms may not be as obvious to researchers and may represent a large proportion or even a majority of the 372 mentions.
374
Our ability to identify drug misspellings and synonyms was limited by the overall levels of discussion of particular drugs on the platform. We cannot effectively identify drug mis-376 spellings and synonyms for drugs that have few or no mentions within our dataset. This results in relatively few terms for low word count drugs, such as simvastatin. Generally,
378
we still manage to find a few common misspellings and have good coverage of commonly discussed drug. than they were actually referencing, resulting in those terms being missed by our approach. For example, "dillaudid", a misspelling of the trademark drug "dilaudid" clustered close to 384 "oxycodone" in the embedded space, even though the generic form of "dilaudid" is hydromorphone. We addressed this issue by allowing low count terms, which are more likely to 386 have poor quality embeddings, to be remapped based on our misspelling metrics. Even with this additional step it is unlikely we were unable to fully recover all misspellings. We also 388 note that drug names with alternate meanings outside of the drug context, appear further from their drug classes within the embedded space. The trademark drug names "Salazar" 390 and "Camila" are examples of this effect, as they likely primarily to refer people rather than trademark drugs. This resulted in the vector representations of these drugs that were dif-392 ferent than those of other drugs in the embedded space and may have added noise to the clustering process.
394
Our Google search validation is limited by false negatives when the primary meaning of a 396 candidate token differed from its usage on Reddit. For example, "real_coke", which refers to real cocaine on Reddit is primarily associated with a soft drink in Google search results.
398
Additionally, Google searches yielded false positives when search results for a relatively general token, such as "painkillers", returned a reference to the mapped drug in question.
400
Our term counts were calculated across all comments in the comment archive, without 402 considering the context in which the term was mentioned. While the majority of tokens were not polysemous, certain terms may have suffered from polysemy and thus potentially 404 increased counts with irrelevant mentions.
Conclusions
406
We present the RedMed model and lexicon, providing an empirical study of drug misspellings and synonym usage in Reddit comment data. We trained the RedMed word 408 embedding model specifically for the task of investigating health-related entities in social media. Although our model is trained on non-technical documents, it performs well on 410 several benchmark medical similarity tasks. We used our method to identify drug misspellings and synonyms. Using the resulting term sets we derived empirical estimates for 412 the rate of misspellings and synonyms usage based on ∼3,000 drugs. The RedMed lexicon provides an improved set of search terms for drug-related analysis of social media data. Our
414
RedMed model and lexicon are available on Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/record/3238718). Additionally, a python package for text analysis in accordance with our lexicon is available 416 at https://github.com/alavertu/redmed.git.
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